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Preparation of metal oxide with unique nanostructures 

for efficient photocatalytic application 

V.B.L. Dr. Zhon~hai Zhan~ 

Introduction Metal oxide materials with unique nanostructures have attracted much 

attention because of their novel properties that may lead to the functional understanding 

and novel application. A large number of metal oxides have been reported using various 

method, and applying in many field, such as photocatalysisヲ gassensor, solar cellsヲ etc.

Among them, photocatalytic (PC) technology has received significant attention for 

hydrogen generation by photoelectrochemical water spli抗ingand decomposition of 

harmful organic contaminants due to the requirement of production of sustainable 

energy and experimental pro~~ction. 

Experimental Section Two significant methods have been used for the controlled 

synthesis of metal oxide (ZnOヲ Ti02,Fe203, and Cu20). Firstヲ facingtargets sputtering 

method was used to fom1ed large scale, uniform metal oxides films. Secondヲ

electrochemical anodization method was used to fabricate metal oxide with nanotubular 

structures. The photocatalytic activity of these materials was evaluated in gas phase for 

methanol decomposition and in solution for azo dye degradation. 

Results 

Facing targets sputtering method was used to prepare ZnO and Fe203 film and 

coated with Pt ultrathin films. There ZnO and Fe203 films were applied for gap phase 

photocatalytic decomposition of methanol under illumination of UV light and visible 

light, respectivelyヲandshowed efficient PC efficiency. 

Electrochemical anodization method is an efficient and simple method to fabricate 

Ti 02, F e103 with nanotubular stmc知res.Figure 1 showed也etypical scanning electron 

microcopy of Ti02 nanotube arrays. The nanotubular structures showed more smface 

area, and efficient electron transfer, which resulted in higher photoelectrochemical 

performance and photocatalytic e伍ciency.Under illumination of simulated solar light, 

electrochemically assisted photocatalysis (photoelectrocatalysis) application for azo dye 

degradation was studied on these nanotubular materials. The stability of a photoelectrode 

was also important to its practical application for organic pollutants degradation. The 

experimental results indicated that the photoelec柱。catalyticprocess showed the fastest 

degradation method, and these materials showed good stability and potentials for 

practical application of real waste water treatment. 



Figure 1. Typical SEM of Ti02 nanotube arrays. 

Future Plan (I) Electrochemical preparation of ZnO nanotube a釘aysfor photocatalytic 

application; (2) Modification of Ti02 nanotube arrays with narrow band gap 

semiconductors, such as Cu20ラ Fe203,etc for visible light photocatalytic application; (3) 

Modification of α－Fe203 nanotubes arrays by noble metal, such as Ptラ Aufor 

improvement the photocatalytic activity; ( 4) Ultrasonic assisted photoelectrochemical 

water splitting for efficient hydrogen generation. 
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